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Type: Research Studio
Institution: GSAPP, Columbia University

Instructor: Kabage Karanja, Stella Mutegi
Collaborator: Mengyu Wang

Date: May-Jul  2022

Site: Ramble Cave, Central Park, New York

In Manhattan, the indigenous matriarchal society was subverted by the patriarchy of 
European colonizers, leaving women plagued by misogynistic crime and denied equal 
and safe access to public spaces. The Ramble Cave in Central Park is both the original 
settlement of the Lenape matriarchal clan and the site of a high crime misogynistic 
modern society. The cave was scanned and documented by technological tools and 
was transformed into a VR museum as the archive of women's history. The intent of 
this design is to promote native American culture, call for the elimination of gender 
violence, and encourage female empowerment through interaction with the public.

Anthropocene Museum 5.0
A Virtual Archive for Matriarchy and Misogyny of Manhattan











































Type: Design Studio
Institution: GSAPP, Columbia University

Instructor: Ziad Jamaleddine
Collaborator: Mengyu Wang

Date: Sep-Dec  2022

Site: Medina of Tunis, Tunisia

Influenced by the capitalism brought by France, the Medina of Tunis was disfigured 
by the domination of the commodity economy, leading its inhabitants to abandon 
their traditional Arabic living patterns and compete in the market of cheap and 
homogeneous goods. In orderto improve the living environment of local residents, 
restore the commercial order of the old town and give room for the development of 
local cultural commodities, I utilized Waqf, a mechanism for asset donation unique to 
Islamic societies as an entry point to conduct design pratices.  By learning about the 
true aspirations of the local residents, the design revitalized the old neighborhood 
while preserved its traditional urban character. 

The Right to the Dual City
Renovating the Commercial Realm in the Medina of Tunis









































Type: Design Studio
Institution: GSAPP, Columbia University

Instructor: Ilze Wollf
Date: Jan-May  2022

Site: Harlem, New York

There is one of Cole's well-known photographs, titled "Cotton Pickers, Carolina, 
1961," depicts six African-American women working in a cotton field. Why did Cole 
take this picture? What was he trying to say with the cotton?
The history of an era often seems defined by a particular commodity. The 18th century 
certainly belonged to sugar and the 20th to oil, but the 19th belonged to cotton. 
Every stage of the industrialization of cotton rested on violence. Whether in South 
Africa or the American South, slavery and cotton farming were closely intertwined. In 
the book Harlem is no where the author refers to these people as new arrivals and the 
land of Harlem is described as a city within a city and a new world of possibility. From 
South Africa to Harlem, cotton becomes the perfect lens to document this historic 
journey. Exploring and documenting the society and culture behind the plants has 
become the most important narrative technique in my project.

House of Liberation
Cotton comes to Harlem
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